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Abstract

objects to be created in a single piece, layer by layer, bypassing traditional steps of design and production. Due to its elegant concept, 3D printing has become the next-generation
manufacturing driving force, bringing a transformative effect across a broad spectrum of industries, including automotive, aerospace, retail and biomedicine. Also, it can be even
more versatile as this technology progresses towards being
lightweight and low cost for individual use. The global market of 3D-printing-related industries is estimated to reach
20.2 billion by 2021 [64].
Along with rapid market growth, the global energy demand also keeps increasing. According to the report by International Energy Outlook (IEO) in 2016, the manufacturing
industry consumes about 54% of the world’s total delivered
energy [3]. While reducing the energy use in manufacturing is a core problem in industrial sustainability and national
economics, we raise a critical concern: How to optimize
the energy consumption of 3D printers? With the increasing demands towards portable battery-powered 3D printing
[4, 5, 2], this challenge becomes more critical.

As the next-generation manufacturing driven force, 3D
printing technology is having a transformative effect on various industrial domains and has been widely applied in a
broad spectrum of applications. It also progresses towards
other versatile fields with portable battery-powered 3D printers working on a limited energy budget. While reducing
manufacturing energy is an essential challenge in industrial
sustainability and national economics, this growing trend
motivates us to explore the energy consumption of the 3D
printer for the purpose of energy efficiency. To this end, we
perform an in-depth analysis of energy consumption in commercial, off-the-shelf 3D printers from an instruction-level
perspective. We build an instruction-level energy model and
an energy profiler to analyze the energy cost during the
fabrication process. From the insights obtained by the energy profiler, we propose and implement a cross-layer energy optimization solution, called 3DGates, which spans the
instruction-set, the compiler and the firmware. We evaluate
3DGates over 338 benchmarks on a 3D printer and achieve
an overall energy reduction of 25%.

There is, however, limited work on characterizing and optimizing the energy consumption of 3D printers. Walls et al.
[61] compared the power consumption among a few lowcost 3D printers. Peng et al. [47] quantified the energy consumption of 3D printers by only considering the heating process, leaving other aspects under-explored. Recently, Ajay et
al. [8] discovered that the energy consumption can account
for 32% of the overall 3D printing cost, which emphasizes
the urgent demand of an energy optimization solution for 3D
printers.
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reference → Cross-computing tools and techniques
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1.

Introduction

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, is a revolutionary manufacturing technology which allows complex
∗ Address

Motivated by the above, we carry out an in-depth instructionlevel analysis of the energy consumption in the 3D printing process. There are two main reasons that we choose an
instruction-level approach. First, it is independent of lowerlevel hardware specifications - an important factor when
considering the hardware diversity among different 3D printers. Second, it is useful in assigning an accurate power cost
to the higher-level system software that generates and schedules these instructions - an important factor when considering reduced generation of power-hungry instruction [55].
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2. Background

This work attempts to address two fundamental questions
regarding energy-efficiency of 3D printers: (1) How much
energy does one printing instruction consume? and (2) How
to optimize the energy consumption of an instruction? To
this end, we first investigate the energy consumption of the
most commonly used 3D printing instructions. Second, we
develop an instruction-level energy model and an energy
profiler to accurately simulate the energy usage of a particular printing process. Third, from the insights obtained
by the energy profiler, we propose 3DGates, a cross-layer
solution which spans the instruction set, the firmware and
the compiler to reduce the energy consumption of the printing process. Additionally, 3DGates takes into consideration
the unique properties of mechatronic cyber-physical systems, such as instruction-inertia and instruction-delay (see
Section 4.4), to ensure the operation correctness. Our intensive experimental evaluation shows that 3DGates can reduce
25% of the total energy consumption in the 3D printing process. More importantly, it ensures no defects or structural
compromises to the product quality and no changes in the
printing duration.
In summary, this work has three contributions as follows:

2.1 3D Printing Process
Physical Domain
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Figure 1: End-to-end flowchart of 3D printing
3D printing refers to a process where the digital design
is converted to a 3D physical object. Figure 1 depicts the
end-to-end flowchart between the cyber and the physical
domains. Each domain involves different functional entities
as noted below:
• Application: The design is created in the Stereolithogra-

phy (STL) format by applications belonging to this layer.
A computer-aided design (CAD) software qualifies as an
example.
• Compiler: The compiler processes the STL file and gen-

erates a tool path file, called G-code file in most cases.
The G-code file contains a series of instructions to direct
the printing process.

• Instruction-level energy model and energy character-

ization: We build an instruction-level energy model and
thereby understand the energy behavior of the typical 3D
printing instructions. Based on this model, we develop an
energy profiler which simulates the energy consumption
for a printing task.

• Firmware: The firmware on the 3D printer interprets the

G-code file and generates corresponding control signals
to the hardware.
• Hardware: The physical units of a 3D printer (e.g., the

stepper motors, the heater and the cooling fans) operate
according to the control signals.

• Cross-layer energy optimizations: We propose and im-

plement 3DGates, a cross-layer solution spanning the
instruction-set, the compiler, and the firmware. 3DGates
is an immediately deployable solution that can be applied
on commercially off-the-shelf 3D printers without inducing any alteration to the hardware.

Extrusion
Motor

benchmarks and observe an average reduction in energy
consumption by 25%. We implement 3DGates on real
3D printers (e.g., Ultimaker 2 Go [56]) and evaluate
the performance of energy reduction over real-world 3D
designs.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the background of the 3D printing
process and its associated instruction-set. In Section 3, we
investigate the instruction-level energy model, develop an
instruction-level energy profiler, and obtain the insights of
the energy consumption of real 3D printers. In Section 4,
we elucidate the implementation of 3DGates for reducing
the energy consumption. In Section 5, we evaluate 3DGates
against 338 benchmarks on a software simulator and validate the simulator’s results on a real 3D printer. We discuss
potential enhancements and other related works in Section 6
and Section 7, respectively. The paper is concluded in Section 8.

3D Printer Firmware

G-code File

• Real-world evaluations: We simulate 3DGates on 338
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Figure 2: 3D printer hardware architecture.
2.2 3D Printer Architecture
In this study, we investigate 3D printers based on the Fused
Deposition Modeling (FDM) technology because it is the
most commonly used type in the commodity 3D printers [6].
Figure 2 shows the hardware architecture of an FDM
printer. The X, Y and Z stepper motors control the nozzle
movement. The extrusion motor (E motor) governs the extrusion of the material. The heater (on the print header) melts
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the material and lays it down on the printing platform layerby-layer. The cooling fan is employed to prevent the print
header from overheating.
2.3

such as the unit of measurement (mm or inches), the representation in absolute or incremental X-Y coordinates,
the heater threshold temperature, etc. C-Type instructions
attribute is perpetual and can only be altered after reset.

G-code

G-code, also called RS-274 [63], is the numerical control
instruction set employed to control the 3D printing process.
Although the G-code standard defines many types of Gcodes [17], only a subset is used in 3D printing [7]. G-codes
are imperative directives generated as a result of slicing
and path planning on the STL file by the G-code compiler.
The firmware interprets these G-codes sequentially and then
actuates the physical units accordingly.

3.

Instruction Category

%

G0-Type: Align Instruction
G1-Type: Movement Instruction
C-Type: Control Instruction

36184
224837
5

13.86%
86.13%
0.001%

Total

261026

100%

Table 1: Instruction Distribution in a typical G-code file.
Table 1 shows an example of the instruction distributions
of a typical G-code file. We can observe that the majority
instructions are G1-Type.

Instruction-Level Energy Model and
Profiler

In this section, we present an instruction-level energy model
and an instruction-level energy profiler for 3D printers. First,
we investigate the energy consumed by different G-code instructions. Second, we formulate an energy model based on
the instruction-level energy consumption and the 3D printing operating mechanism. Lastly, we present an energy profiler based on the energy model to accurately simulate the
printing energy consumption.
3.1

Count

3.1.2

Instruction-Based Energy Cost

To build an instruction-level energy model, the knowledge
of the instruction-based energy cost is fundamental and necessary. Quantifying the instruction-based cost helps to find
the printing phenomenon that causes the power consumption
and further identify the power-hungry instructions.

Instruction-Level Energy Model

3.1.1

G-code Instruction Types

Based on functionality, G-code instructions can be generally
classified into three types:
• Alignment Instruction (G0-Type): This type of instruc-

tion is executed to swiftly align the nozzle from the current location to a specific X-Y coordinate. The format of
G0-Type is as follows:
G0 F hspeedratei Xhcoordinatei Y hcoordinatei,
Figure 3: Experimental setup for power measurement. A
Wattsup power meter connected in series to a power line and
a 3D printer.
Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. Specifically,
we adopt Ultimaker 2 Go [56] because its firmware and
hardware component specifications are open-source [57].
A WattsUp power meter [40] is connected in series with
the power supply to measure the power consumption during the 3D printing process. PronterFace [48] software is
used to generate specific G-code(s) for instruction-level and
component-level (motor, heater and fans) energy characterization.

where F is the linear speed of the motors. Usually, F is
set to a high speed (e.g., 7200 mm/min) to save printing
time as well as to avoid the stringing effect [1]. Particularly, there is no material extrusion during the operation.
• Movement Instruction (G1-Type): These instructions

control the movement of the nozzle during the printing
process. The format of G1-Type instructions is similar to
G0 as follows:
G1 F hspeedratei Xhcoordinatei Y hcoordinatei
In the case of G1, F is often empirically set between
30 ∼ 7200 mm/min, depending on print-resolution and
design-intricacies.

The firmware executes the G-code instruction in the order
of milliseconds. However, the sampling rate of the WattsUp
meter is 1s, which is very coarse to measure the energy
consumption of a single G-code instruction. To overcome
this defect, we put every instruction in an infinite loop to
generate a steady reading on the power meter. We remove the

• Control Instruction (C-Type): These instructions of-

fer primitives to configure the printing environment. The
functional scope of these instructions include settings
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Instruction Category

3.2 Instruction-Level Energy Model

Avg. Power (W)

We develop an instruction-level energy model for the 3D
printing process. Let Xi denote the ith instruction in the
G-code file. The corresponding current Ii is the sum of
the current drawn by the various components of the printer
during Xi . Specifically, Ii is given by:

Alignment Instruction (G0-Type)
G0 F7200 X Y

21.30

Movement Instruction (G1-Type)
G1 F1800 X Y
G1 F2400 X Y
G1 F3600 X Y
G1 F4800 X Y
G1 F5200 X Y
G1 F5400 X Y
G1 F7200 X Y

39.90
40.03
39.94
39.81
40.38
39.85
40.06

Ii = Iimotors + Iiheater + Iif ans ,

where Iimotors , Iiheater and Iif ans are the current consumption of the motors, the heater and the fans.
Assume the X and Y coordinates of the instruction Xi−1
and Xi are hXi−1 , Yi−1 i and hXi , Yi i. Let Li denote the
distance movement of the nozzle during execution of Xi .
Based on Eucledian principle, the length of traversal, Li is
given by:
p
Li = (Xi − Xi−1 )2 + (Yi − Yi−1 )2 .

Control Instruction (C-Type)
G4: Pause
G20: Units to Inches
G21: Units to mm
G28: Move to origin
G90: Absolute Co-ordinates
G92: Set Position
M84: Disable Motors
M106: Fan on
M107: Fan off
M82: Extruder Position
M104: Set Temperature
M109: Attain Temperature

(1)

2.41
2.40
2.43
20.84
2.41
2.39
2.40
3.61
4.44
2.43
3.50
31.19

i
The time duration of Xi is given by: Ti = L
Fi , where
Fi is the speedrate of instruction Xi . Therefore, the power
consumption of Xi is given by: Pi = Ii × Vcc . The corresponding energy consumption is:

Ei = P i × T i =

Ii × Vcc × Li
.
Fi

(2)

From Equation (2), the energy consumption for the entire
printing process is formulated as:

Table 2: Base energy cost of typical G-code instructions in
the 3D printing process.
outliers and report the average power consumption in Table
2.

E=

T
X
t=1

Ei =

T
X
Ii × Vcc × Li
i=1

Fi

,

(3)

where T is the total number of instructions under consideration. In practice, the supply voltage Vcc is regarded as a constant (119.5V) with a minor variation of ±0.5V. Eventually,
Equation (3) accurately accounts for the energy consumption
of all G0-, G1- and C-Type instructions.
For simplicity, we did not take into account instruction
inter-dependency in building the energy model. It is because
the instruction execution in the 3D printing architecture contains limited hardware sharing and dependency [43], which
is different from the traditional micro-process architecture.
Our evaluation results in the following section also confirm
this assumption.
Note that our contribution in this section is the methodology of building the instruction-level power model for the
3D printing process. Besides the FDM-type 3D printers,
the same methodology can be applied to other types of 3D
printers working on different technologies, such as Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) and Digital Light Processing (DLP).

G0-Type Energy Cost During the execution of G0 instructions, the material extrusion mechanism is dis-functional and
the speedrate is set at 7200mm/min. The average power consumption is 21.3W.
G1-Type Energy Cost G1 instructions move the nozzle to
a specific position at different speeds. Particularly, we explore how the energy cost varies with the speed (1800 ∼
7200mm/min). As shown in the table, we only observe a
marginal change in power consumption with a standard deviation of 0.19W. Therefore, we infer that the power consumption of G1 instructions is not sensitive to the speedrate. Also,
G1 instructions consume more energy than G0 because extra physical components are activated, i.e, the heater and the
fans.
C-Type Energy Cost The energy consumption of C-Type
instructions differs a lot according to the specific operation
they refer to. For instance, G28 is responsible for aligning
the nozzle to the original point. Therefore, it has a similar
power consumption as the G0-type. Another control instruction, M109, consumes high power (31.19W) since it turns
on the heating process.

3.3 Instruction-Level Energy Profiler
Based on the energy model established above, we develop
a profiler that simulates the energy consumption of the 3D
printing process at the instruction-level granularity.
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and M106 for the entire duration of the print. Likewise, we
account for the energy consumption of the stepper motors by
considering G0- and G1-Type instructions alone (subtracting
Iiheater and Iif ans from Equation 1) in the observed readings.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of energy consumption
among the physical components over 338 benchmarks (details in Section 5.1). Instead of the heater, we notice that
the motors are the dominant energy consuming components.
Motors contribute 51.7% of the overall power consumption
in the 3D printing process. Therefore, we focus on optimizing the power consumption of the motors, not the heater.
Heater power optimization is an orthogonal research problem.

Figure 4: The real measurement and the result of the energy
profiler in the 3D printing process.

3.3.3

Substantial Amount of Straight-Line Movements

After the in-depth analysis of the instruction movement
pattern over 338 benchmark G-code files, we find that the
straight line movements along the X-Y axis are dominant.
The reason for such an observation is because the G-code
compiler slices the CAD design into geometric patterns.
These geometric patterns usually align along the axes when
oriented correctly: at least 95.0% for “triangles” in-fill pattern and at most 98.7% for “lines” in-fill pattern (explained
in Figure 12) - a significant percentage. Based on this observation, we hypothesize that the energy consumption of a 3D
printer can be heavily reduced by dynamically power-gating
the X and Y motors.
Insights
We obtain three important insights from the above energy
characterization study:
• Reducing the motor functioning time has the potential

to significantly cut the energy consumption in the 3D
printing process.

Figure 5: An energy sector diagram denoting the energy consumption of different physical components in a 3D printer.

• The instruction-level simulator provides an accurate ac-

3.3.1

count of the energy consumed in the 3D printing process.

Model Validation

• Energy optimization strategies (such as energy-efficient

To prove its correctness, we simulate a sample print on
this profiler and validate the result with the ground truth
measured by Wattsup power meter. The sample printing task
is an artifact that takes 15 minutes, containing three types of
instructions.
As depicted in Figure 4, the simulated results and the
ground-truth measurements fit close to each other. Overall,
the energy profiler achieves an error of 3.0%. The result
shows that the empirically derived instruction-level energy
model can precisely simulate the real power consumption of
the 3D printing process.

In this section, we describe 3DGates: a cross-layer powergating strategy to reduce energy consumption in 3D printers.
3DGates extends the G-code standards, the firmware and the
G-code compiler to facilitate energy reduction.

3.3.2

4.1 Approach Overview

orientation of the design, etc.) can be tested on the simulator rather than conducting time consuming prints on a
real 3D printer.

4. A Cross-Layer Energy Reduction
Approach for 3D Printers

Energy-Sector Diagram

There are three energy-hungry physical units: the stepper
motors, the heater and the fans. We account for the energy
consumption of the heater and the fans by considering M109

(A) Design Considerations As discussed in Section 3, motors constitute the dominating factor in the overall energy
consumption in 3D printers. For the sake of feasibility and
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effectiveness on real 3D printers, we list the design considerations as follows:

S-series

• Integrity (No changes to original CAD Design): Our ap-

proach intends to keep the original STL file intact because any potential alteration to the design might either
not result in a correct printing or affect fabrication quality
such as mechanical strength.

Function

S X on
S X of f

X-motor on
X-motor off

GPIO Pin18 High
GPIO Pin18 Low

2.39
2.38

S Y on
S Y of f

Y-motor on
Y-motor off

GPIO Pin17 High
GPIO Pin17 Low

2.40
2.42

4.2 Instruction Support

port, such as adding more energy-efficient controllers,
might improve the power management of 3D printers.
However, we aim to propose a practical and robust solution that is hardware-nonspecific and can cooperate with
any controllers. Therefore, the design considerations of
our approach specifically ensures no changes in the 3D
printer’s hardware.

Instruction support for the fine-grained motor control is critical for 3DGates. The G-code standard defines M84 to control the motor power supply. However, M84 is only capable
of turning on/off all motors together. Therefore, an extension
to the G-code standard is required for dynamic power-gating
of individual motors at run-time. Note that we define new
G-code instructions rather than altering existing ones for the
sake of compatibility on different 3D printers.

• Comprehensiveness (Cross-layered Design): Referring

to the current 3D printing process flow, the compiler
should first access the digital design and generate energyefficient G-code instructions. The firmware then parses
these new G-code instructions and controls the physical
components accordingly. Therefore, the modifications in
different layers constitute a comprehensive approach to
reduce energy consumption.

X-MOTOR

EXTRUDE-MOTOR
ENABLE

INV

G1 Type
C Type

INV

Firmware

Firmware
Support Interface

STEPPER
MOTOR GPIO 21 UNIT
DRIVER GPIO 22

ENABLE

GPIO 17

PWM
INV

GPIO 07

GPIO 09
GPIO 11

STEPPER
MOTOR
DRIVER

GPIO 10

Y-MOTOR

PWM
INV

ENABLE

Z-MOTOR

Figure 7: Stepper motor control mechanism - the firmware
perspective.
S-Series Instruction Implementation We introduce new
G-code instructions, called S-series1 instructions, to achieve
the fine-grained control over the motor. As listed in Table 3,
the S-series instruction is able to turn on/off a specific motor.
Figure 7 shows the connection graph between the control
unit and the stepper motor. Specifically, the control unit is
a microcontroller which has multiple GPIO pins for data
communication. Each motor has a Power-Enable (PEN) pin
to gate the input power. For the Ultimaker 3D printer, GPIO
10, 17, 18 and 25 are connected to PEN pins of the motors.
Therefore, based on the S-series instructions, we can alter
the voltage on the GPIO pin to control the motor operation.

Instruction-based Cross-layer
Power Optimization Approach
Re-Compiler

GPIO 25

STEPPER
STEPPER
MOTOR
MOTOR
DRIVER GPIO 14CONTROLGPIO 08DRIVER
GPIO 15

PWM

Compiler

ENABLE

GPIO 18
PWM

(B) Design Framework An overview of our framework is
shown in Figure 6. Specifically, the left part is the existing
3D printing flow and the red circle on the right illustrates our
implementation, including new G-code instruction support,
firmware support and compiler support.
We first design a set of extended instructions to allow advanced control over the motor. The re-compiler takes the
original G-code instructions from the compiler and inserts
the new power-gating instructions at proper positions. Note
that the re-compiler only inserts instructions without deleting any entries from the G-code file, thus ensuring integrity.
Afterwards, we develop the firmware support interface to
enable parsing of the new instructions.
Note that our approach can be integrated into the existing
3D printing flow. Also, the new G-code file still holds backward compatibility towards other non-upgraded 3D printers.
The non-upgraded firmware on these printers would just skip
parsing the new instructions.

G-code
Standard
G0 Type

Pwr.(W)

Table 3: S-series instructions to support motor power-gating.

• Robustness (No changes in Hardware): Hardware sup-

Object Design
(STL File)

Hardware Control

Feasibility of S-Series Energy Savings S-series instructions enable dynamic power control of the stepper motors
at run-time. Preliminarily, we examine the S-series instruction’s effectiveness by comparing the power consumption
over the instructions listed in Table 2. We consider the instruction along a single axis after alignment. As shown in
Table 4, for a specific instruction, the new power column
refers the power consumption when the S-series instruction
is applied.

Extended
S Type
Re-compiler
Algorithm

Hardware Units

Figure 6: 3DGates Architecture: The instruction-based
cross-layer motor power-gating strategy for 3D printers.

1S
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denotes saving of power in motor controls.

Instr.

New Pwr(W)

Old Pwr(W)

% Reduction

Align Instr.
12.53

G0

21.3

41.17%

Movement Instr.
25.81
25.06
24.69
24.50
24.54
24.90
25.30

G1

39.9
40.03
39.94
39.81
40.38
39.85
40.06

35.3%
37.4%
38.2%
38.4%
39.2%
37.5%
36.8%

Control Instr.
G4
G20
G21
G28
G90
G92
M84
M106
M107
M82
M104
M109

2.41
2.40
2.43
20.84
2.41
2.39
2.40
3.61
4.44
2.43
3.50
31.19

2.41
2.40
2.43
20.84
2.41
2.39
2.40
3.61
4.44
2.43
3.50
31.19

-

Figure 8: Upgraded firmware: interface to new instructions
and the INV STATE data structure.
interfaces to enable (HIGH) and disable (LOW) the GPIO
pins.

Table 4: Reduction in G-code power consumption with new
S-series instruction support.
We can observe that a significant portion of power consumption is reduced for G0 and G1 instructions by dynamically power-gating the motors. The control instructions are
not affected because the motors are not involved (G28 activates the motor but we do not consider it along one axis).
Because the power consumption is not sensitive to speedrate,
the power reduction of S-series instructions across different
speedrates is also consistent, with a standard deviation of
1.26%. The average power savings is 38.0% across G0 and
G1 instructions. Therefore, the motor power-gating strategy
can effectively reduce the power cost. We further explain the
necessary firmware support and compiler support for implementation.

State Backup The stepper motor driver on the microcontroller board has three output pins that send commands to
the stepper motors, i.e., Power-Enable (PEN), Invert (INV)
and Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM). During our experiments, we notice that when an enable signal (HIGH) is applied to PEN, the state of INV assumes a random value - either HIGH or LOW. This behavior usually leads to the incorrect printing direction when the NEMA17 motors are coldstarted because the INV state exists as a register-like implementation in the firmware. Therefore, it is necessary to back
up the INV state before turning off the motors and restore
the state before turning them back on again. The extended
firmware module defines a new structure, INV STATE, to
backup the INV pin state to avoid the incorrect direction
error.

4.3

4.4 Compiler Support

Firmware Support

With the extended instruction and firmware support, 3D
printers are capable of fine-grained motor power control.
However, the firmware cannot identify when to power-gate
the motors because it has no access to the entire design.
Therefore, we develop a re-compiler engine to insert the
power-gating instructions into the original G-codes file. Figure 9 demonstrates an output of the re-compiling process.

Firmware Extension to S-Series Instructions To facilitate the interpretation of the new S-series instructions on 3D
printers, it is necessary to upgrade the 3D printer firmware
with an extended module to interpret the new instructions.
As shown in Figure 8, this module processes S-series instructions and governs the functioning of the motors through
the GPIO pins. Specifically, the extended module provides
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ORIGINAL G-CODE FILE

ENERGY-AWARE G-CODE FILE

2. End-Late (To account for instruction-delay): The inertial property of the motors demands that the instruction
under execution needs extra time, called End-late, to actually finish the execution. As shown in Figure 10(b), the
Y-motor should stay switched on until the nozzle reaches
Position C. In other words, both X-motor and Y-motor
are switched on when the nozzle moves from Position B
to C, even though there is no Y-movement. If the Y-motor
was turned off exactly at B, motor wiggling might occur
due to the inertia of the motor. End-late avoids the misalignment caused by motor wiggling and ensures no print
defects when power-gating. Compared to Start-ahead,
End-late is empirical value and we set it as 1.0ms in this
study.

S INSTRUCTIONS

S INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 9: Re-compiler example: inserting power-gating instructions.

X-axis
B

Heat Head
X-off Y-on
(a) Start-ahead

Y-axis

A

B
X-on

C

Re-compiling Algorithm The goal of the re-compiler engine is to populate the G-code files with S-series instructions. There are two guarantees when re-compiling the Gcode files. First, minimum quantity of S-series instructions
are inserted. Second, no explicit pause or latency is introduced. These two guarantees are achieved as follows:

Y-off

A

Heat Head
X-off Y-on
(b) End-late

• Instruction Grouping: The first phase of the re-compiling

algorithm is to find consecutive instructions with similar
motor movements. Given a raw G-code file, we group
the instructions, layer-by-layer, that can be power-gated
by the same axis motor. We use a labeled-weight approach to group the instructions [53]. In the first step,
based on the motor movements in the G-code file, we
assign an index to each instruction with a weighted label. The label annotates the path taken by the motors,
and the weight indicates the number of active motors for
that path. Instruction movements within 0.5mm are assigned the same weight. In the second step, we search
the longest common subsequence [44] among the labels
with the same weight. The instructions within each common subsequence are grouped as one block. This phase
ends when all instructions are grouped.

Figure 10: Control mechanism to account for instructioninertia and instruction-delay.
Instruction-Delay and Instruction-Inertia The 3D Printer
is a cyber-physical system: the cyber part processes the instructions, and the physical part executes the instructions.
Due to the intrinsic disparity of response time between cyber (usually in MHz or GHz) and physical (usually in Hz)
domains, there is a delay between the instruction interpretation and execution. It is critical to incorporate this delay in
the system manipulation to avoid the possible timing error
and the printing misbehavior.
To ensure the correctness, we formulate two properties
with regard to this time disparity: Instruction-inertia and
Instruction-delay. Instruction-inertia is the extra time to actually start the motor from the time the S-on instruction is
executed; Instruction-delay is the extra time required to actually stop the motors from the time the S-off instruction is
executed. These two properties lead to special considerations
in designing the re-compiler.

• Model Rotation in the X-Y Plane: The second phase of

the re-compiling process rotates the entire model in the
X-Y plane to align the grouped instructions to either
the X or Y axis. The model is rotated in 30◦ increment
on the X-Y plane. The orientation containing the maximum quantity of the total straight X and Y movements
is selected. Phase two ensures minimum insertion of Sseries instructions at the right places, thereby guaranteeing maximum energy-efficiency. Note that we do not rotate the model in 3D-space since it would lead to additional support material generation.

1. Start-Ahead (To account for instruction-inertia): Because of the delay from instruction parsing to execution, the S-on instructions need to Start-ahead before actual usage. Figure 10(a) shows an example of instruction
start-ahead. X-motor needs to be switched on before the
nozzle reaches the turning corner B. In other words, both
X-motor and Y-motor are switched on when the nozzle
moves from Position A to B, even though there is no
X-axis movement yet. In this study, Ultimaker 3D printers use NEMA 17 stepper motors with a startup delay of
1.8ms [56]. Hence, we set our Start-ahead time as 1.8ms.

• S-Series Instruction Insertion: The third phase of the re-

compiler inserts S-series instructions to power-gate the
motors. The re-compiler will go through the instruction
groups produced by the second phase and then sandwich
them between S-ON and S-Off instructions. The design
considerations of Start-ahead and End-late are applied
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here by appropriately splitting up the instruction if required. In cases where some instruction groups have the
same label weight, the re-compiler processes the group
with more instructions first.

# of G-code Files

120

The re-compiler algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. The
re-compiler is efficient, and its time complexity is polynomial. Note that the re-compiler algorithm is implemented towards three degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and can be applied
to additive manufacturing processes with a higher DOF [36].
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Algorithm 1 Re-compiler Algorithm
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5.

Energy Reduction (%)

procedure R E - COMPILING A LGORITHM(naive Gcodes)
neight ← 0.5 ⊲ Neighborhood Threshold = 0.5mm
X clusters ← φ
←
X grp naive
Group X terms(naive Gcodes)
Y grp naive ← Group Y terms(naive Gcodes)
for all deg in 30◦ increments do ⊲ X-Y Rotation
(X groups, Y groups)
←
axes align(X grp naive, Y grp naive)
end for
for all X in X groups do
if |(Xprev +neight )| ≤ X ≤ |(Xnext −neight )|
then
X cluster ← X cluster + X
else if Xnext = Y term then
⊲ Instr. delay
X ← X1 + S Y on + X2
X cluster ← X
⊲ Instr. inertia
else if Xprev = Y term then
X ← X1 + S Y of f + X2
X cluster ← X
end if
end for
for all cluster in X cluster do
clusterf ront ← S X on
clusterback ← S X of f
⊲ X power-gating
end for
repeat 9 : 23 f or Y clusters
return energyOptimized Gcodes
end procedure

Evaluation

Figure 11: Histogram of energy reduction after applying
power-gating on 338 G-code benchmark files.
cover domains ranging from daily household replacements
to specialized industrial components. The benchmarks comprise about 71 million lines of G-code instructions, and the
total estimated fabrication time is around one year on one
3D printer.
Specifically, we adopt the developed energy profiler to
simulate the energy consumption of 338 benchmarks for
practical concern. The simulator is implemented in Python
with 487 LoC. The experiment tests are performed on a
desktop with a quad-core Intel CPU, 4GB RAM, 2TB SSD
Hard Disk. For the experiments with acceptable printing
time, we conduct the real measurement with the designs
on Ultimaker 2 Go [56] to explore the characteristic of
3DGates. The firmware upgrade patch is implemented in
the C language, and the re-compiler algorithm is integrated
into the Cura [19] engine, a publicly available 3D printing
compiler.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate 3DGates by employing power-gating strategy to
338 benchmark G-code files and simulating the power consumption by the energy profiler. For each file, we compare
the energy consumption before and after the power optimization. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the power savings
over 338 G-code files. On average, 3DGates offers an energy
reduction of 25%. Specifically, 180 (53.2%) of the benchmark achieve the energy reduction above 20%. The largest
energy saving reaches up to 37.9%.
SQUARE CIRCLES

In the section, we comprehensively evaluate the performance of 3DGates. First, we investigate the energy reduction
through both a simulated study and a real-world experiment.
Second, we explore the possible process factors to impact
the system performance. Lastly, we examine the impact of
3DGates on printing duration and printing quality.
5.1

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

LINES

GRID

TRIANGLES

Figure 12: Different object in-fill patterns.

Evaluation Setup

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Benchmark Preparation: To comprehensively evaluate
3DGates, we select 338 benchmark designs from Thingverse [54]. All benchmarks are real printable products and

There is a large configuration space in the 3D printing process. For the sake of comprehensiveness, we study the per-
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Figure 13: Sensitivity of different infill patterns on different designs. The colored bars refer to the energy consumption with the
power-gating strategy. The dotted bars on the top denote the energy savings compared to the cases without energy optimization.
The percentage numbers above the dotted bars is the absolute energy reduction by our approach.
formance sensitivity to 3D printing process configurations.
Considering that the power-gating strategy is highly related
to the nozzle movement style, we specifically explore two
aspects in this study, i.e., in-fill pattern and object orientation.

Line pattern also consists of orthogonal movements. Different from the square-circle pattern, the majority of the
movements fill along one direction only. Therefore, the short
segments on the other direction cannot take advantage of
power-gating motors due to the constraints from instruction
inertial/delay. Note that this is one exceptional case, i.e., cupholder, where the design is round shape, line out-performs
square-circle by 7% due to reduction of non-extrusion movements.
The in-fill patterns of grid and triangle can make the
printed object with a better mechanic strength. Due to orthogonal segments, grid pattern achieves similar performance as square-circle in certain situations. Triangle pattern, on the other hand, comprises non-orthogonal segments
operated by both X and Y motors. As a result, power-gating
is not activated most of the time. Therefore, the average
energy reduction of triangles is the lowest among the four
in-fill patterns.

In-Fill Pattern: The in-fill pattern specifies the toolpath pattern the nozzle follows when it fills the interior of the design in each layer. There are four typical in-fill patterns: (1)
square-circle, (2) line, (3) grid and (4) triangle, in 3D printing. Figure 12 demonstrates the trajectory of each type. Note
that no specific in-fill pattern requires a significantly less energy consumption than others due to that the total volume
of filament use, i.e., the length of the tool path, is the same
among different in-fill patterns. Nevertheless, the in-fill pattern will affect the performance of 3DGates because different patterns might provide distinct opportunities to powergate motors and reduce the energy consumption during the
3D printing process.
We evaluate the energy impact of four in-fill patterns on
six designs: hinge, 3D-puzzle, cup-holder, whistle, iphone5cover and gear. The designs are printed by the printer and
the power consumption in each case is measured. Figure
13 shows the energy comparison results after implementing 3DGates with different in-fill patterns. We observe that
the performance varies with different in-fill patterns. The average energy reductions are 18.67%, 23.50%, 12.00% and
17.00% for line, square-circle, triangle and grid, respectively.
Square-circle pattern achieves the best performance with
respect to energy efficiency because it consists of orthogonal
movements which can be aligned along the X and Y axes
with a proper orientation adjustment. It indicates that there
is a higher probability to switch off one motor during the
entire process. The case study also confirms that about half
of the motor energy is saved during the printing process in
the square-circle pattern.
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Figure 14: Energy consumption with power-gating strategy
under different orientations. The markers represent the normalized energy consumption.
Object Orientation: In the re-compiler algorithm, we bruteforce the orientation angle of the design by assuming that it
will affect the efficiency of power-gating. For the purpose of
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demonstration, we select gear and iphone5-cover as examples and measure the optimized power consumption under
different orientation angles in the 2D X-Y plane. To minimize the effect of the in-fill pattern on our orientation results,
we select the triangle in-fill pattern. Specifically, we increase
the angle from 0◦ to 360◦ with an increment of 30◦ .
Figure 14 depicts the optimized power consumption with
different orientations for each design. Note that the data is
normalized that the result at 90◦ equals to 1. We observe that
the optimized power consumption doesn’t vary too much
with the orientation (the standard deviation is only 0.14).
This is because gear is very symmetric in shape and hence
the power-gating results are quite the same with all angles.
However, for the asymmetric designs such as the iphone5cover, the power consumption results in a larger variation,
obtaining maximum at 150◦ and minimum at 0◦ . Therefore,
the orientation bruteforce is necessary to achieve the largest
energy reduction.

5.5 Impact on Real-world Printing
We employ six 3D designs mentioned above to examine the
impact of 3DGates on the real-world printing performance
from two aspects: printing duration and printing quality.

G-code File Size
# of Benchmark Files

5.4

Figure 17: Comparison of printing quality. No any significant visual differences can be observed.

Impact on Printing Duration: For each design, we print it
twice by Ultimaker 2 Go with the G-code files with and without power-gating. We record and compare the printing duration in each case. As shown in Figure 16, there is negligible
difference in printing time across all cases (less than 1% on
average). Therefore, 3DGates is fully compatible with current printing practices without slowing the process.
Impact on Printing Quality: We also examine whether
3DGates will affect the printing quality. Figure 17 depicts
one pair of examples from printed designs. The left one is
the original process, and the right one is the power-optimized
process. We observe there is no noticeable differences in
quality. The structure and the texture from two processes are
almost identical.
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Figure 15: Impact on G-code file size.

Summary: The aforementioned results show that 3DGates
is effective and practical to reduce the power consumption
of 3D printers. Moreover, 3DGates has no noticeable effects
on printing duration and quality.

Our S-series instruction addition has negligible impact on
the G-code file size. We summarize a file size increase on
all 338 benchmarks after applying 3DGates. As shown in
Figure 15, the maximal increase of file size is less than 2%,
and the average is only around 0.5%. Therefore, our solution
doesn’t introduce overhead in data storage or transmission.

6. Discussion
Finer Stepper Motor Power Control: Instruction-level
power optimization can be further enhanced with finegrained motor power control. For example, DVFS mechanisms [26, 31, 60, 62] can offer more aggressive controls
over the stepper motor to improve energy-efficiency with
respect to different speeds. Dynamic voltage scaling of the
motors, however, requires extra hardware support (e.g., configurable voltage regulator [35]) and might affect the printing quality [12]. Our proposed instruction-level solution will
neither affect the printing quality nor need any additional
hardware support.
3D Orientation Optimization: Figure 14 implies that the
efficiency of power reduction varies with the design rotation in the 2D plane. We anticipate that the power reduction

Figure 16: Comparison of printing-efficiency. There is no
observable change of printing time in the 3DGates solution.
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can be further improved by altering the object orientation in
the 3D space. Principle component analysis (PCA) [29] on
path directions can adjust the orientation to maximize the
opportunity of power-gating the motors. However, 3D orientation will also affect other aspects, such as structure support
generation [50]. In this work, we focus on power reduction
without generating any additional structure support.

of 3D printers also includes mechanical motion and heating,
which is beyond computing power models.
System Power Optimizations: In general, power management and optimization include both online and offline approaches. Online approaches are applicable to applications
where inputs and use-conditions are unpredictable. Related
system techniques include device driver control [66, 32], device interface design [9] and run-time system configuration
[25]. Offline power optimization is used for predictable application tasks. Related work includes task scheduling [52],
partitioning [10], configuration [20], and resource management [11]. In this study, we choose offline power optimization, which can reach the global optimality and usually provide better results. Binary instrumentation in compiler [42,
49] has the analogous concept to our re-compiler approach.
However, our approach to mechatronic cyber-physical systems takes into consideration properties such as instructioninertia and instruction-delay.
Better Material Design: One benefit of 3D printing is that
a wide range of materials can be used to acquire a product
[24]. Polymers [16, 34, 51], metals [23, 38] and ceramics
[39, 41] are the common materials in use. Using better materials with lower melting temperatures is an active area of
research to reduce energy consumption by the heater in 3D
printers. However, most existing solutions come with tradeoffs such as incorporating specific hardware [33], compromising printing time [14], reducing product life-time [27],
and even lowering product quality [65]. 3DGates does not
affect the printing time or the printing quality. Moreover, it
does not propose any hardware changes or new material usage.

Interdisciplinary Methods in Energy Reduction: As an
emerging cyber-physical system, the 3D printer [58] is a
holistic design of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, material science and computer science. The energy
reduction on 3D printers demands an interdisciplinary effort.
For example, low melting-temperature materials can reduce
heating power consumption [21] and better mechanical design of the motor can improve motion energy efficiency [22].
This work only concentrates on power optimization from the
system design perspective. Methods of altering electrical,
mechanical or material behaviors of 3D printing are beyond
our consideration.

7.

Related Work

Energy-Efficiency in 3D Printers: There has been some
preliminary work on better path planning and G-code generation strategies to reduce energy consumption. These works
can be classified into two categories. The first category focuses on minimizing the printing time to reduce energy consumption. For example, Jin et al. investigated an adaptive
path planning algorithm to decrease nozzle travel distance
for energy savings [28]. The second category is to avoid unnecessary motions to cut energy consumption. Volpato et al.
proposed an optimization algorithm to reduce repositioning
distances in FDM 3D printers [59]. Lensgraf et al. presented
a new path planning algorithm to minimize “untrutionless”
movement in a single layer by printing nearest neighbors
[37]. Existing approaches, however, require a recompilation
of the entire design and generation of completely new path
planning results (i.e., G-codes), which might affect the design and mechanical properties of the fabricated objects. To
the best of our knowledge, 3DGates is the first study to reduce energy consumption without changing the path planning in 3D printers.
System Power Modeling: Power modeling has a long and
rich research history and is a core research topic in computer systems. There are many research works on modeling micro-processor systems (e.g., CPU [13, 30] embedded
platforms [18]) to end-user systems (e.g., smartphones [67,
15]). For example, Tiwari et al. developed an instructionlevel power model of a micro-processor and studied software
optimizations for power reduction [55]. Pathak et al. proposed a system-call-based power modeling approach [46]
and profiled energy consumption of smartphone apps [45].
These works on power models provide excellent references
to study the instruction-level power model of 3D printers.
As a mechatronic cyber-physical system, the power model

8. Conclusion
This paper conducts an instruction-level power analysis on
FDM 3D printers. Specifically, we present a unified crosslayer power optimizing approach encompassing instruction,
hardware, firmware and compiler layers. Leveraging the
knowledge of the 3D printing mechanism, we power-gate
the motors and achieve 25% energy reduction in 3D printers. More importantly, it is accomplished without any modification in hardware, increase in printing time or defect in
printing quality. To further reduce the energy consumption,
we envision solutions across domains including material,
industrial and electrical sciences.
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